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Abstract:

This work provides a thorough overview of state of the art of stability of perovskite solar cells (PSCs) and covers important degradation issues involved in this technology. Degradation factors, which are reported in the literature affecting the stability of PSCs, are discussed. Several degradation mechanisms resulting from thermal and chemical instabilities, phase transformations, exposure to visible and UV light, moisture and oxygen...
and most importantly sealing issues are thoroughly analyzed. Methods are suggested to study most of these degradation mechanisms in a systematic way. In addition, environmental assessment of PSCs is briefly covered. Alternative materials and their preparation methods are screened with respect to stability of the device. Overall, this work contributes in developing better understanding of the degradation mechanisms and help in improving overall stability of the PSCs.

1. Introduction

Dramatic improvement in performance of perovskite solar cells (PSCs) from ~3% to ~22% [1], [2], [3], [4] (certified 21.02% [1]), merely in a short span of less than 10 years, stunned the whole photovoltaic community. It attracted attention of researchers working on various photovoltaic technologies, especially dye solar cell (DSC) and organic photovoltaic (OPV) with emphasis on better efficiency. Interestingly, the researcher’s communities belonging to crystalline silicon and thin film solar cell technologies, also showed interest in PSCs for a tandem cell configuration [5], [6].

Although a huge number of articles have been published, demonstrating improvement of PSCs performances, stability of these cells have not been extensively investigated. One of the possible reason for less stability studies, might be lack of understanding of the physical and chemical mechanisms in the device. Generally, high performance PSCs do not retain their efficiencies and degrade in a span of time ranging from few minutes to couple of days, whereas the cells which
demonstrate better stability lacks high performance. To improve the stability of PSCs, systematic understanding of the degradation mechanisms and their effect on the device performance is essential.

The performance of a solar cell is typically expressed in terms of its efficiency ($\eta$) obtained through the current-voltage (I-V) parameters including short-circuit current density ($J_{sc}$), open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) and fill factor ($FF$). These performance parameters do not tell much about the degradation mechanisms in the device. In most of the PSCs aging studies, only these performance parameters are reported as a function of time. As a result the cause of the degradation mostly remain unnoticed. A co-relation between the performance parameters of a cell with the chemical and structural changes in nanoscopic scale would make the aging studies more informative and conclusive.

In order to compete with other photovoltaic technologies, PSCs need to pass accelerated aging tests under different stressful conditions. Some of the accelerated ageing tests include: light soaking tests at 60°C and 85°C, thermal and humidity cycling tests (85°C/85RH), UV exposure test etc. Generally, these tests last for 1000 hours. It is noteworthy that stability of PSCs should meet at least stability standards of thin film photovoltaic cells (IEC 61646) in which only 10% decrease in initial performance is allowed over a period of 1000 hours of accelerated aging tests [7], if not of crystalline silicon solar cells (IEC 61215) in which only 5% loss of initial performance is allowed [7], before they can be commercialized. In literature, even lesser stressful tests, e.g. dark test and light soaking test at room temperature, have been reported. In many articles, stability of the cells is not well defined. It is not
clear, how much increase or decrease in performance is allowed before declaring a cell stable. Another question which is not usually addressed is, whether the performance parameters including short-circuit current density ($J_{SC}$), open-circuit voltage ($V_{OC}$) and fill factor (FF) need to stable as well, or only efficiency of the cell ($\eta$) needs to be stable for a certain time.

This work identifies key challenges related to the stability of the materials used in the PSCs and their effect on the device stability. Furthermore, environmental factors which can influence the stability of the PSC devices, e.g. humidity, temperature and light intensity, are systematically studied with the help of the experimental results reported in the literature. Recommendations are proposed to study the degradation mechanisms with appropriate methods and emphasis is given to find the alternative stable material solutions for PSCs. This study provides a detailed overview of the progress with respect to stability of PSCs.

2. Structure and working principle

The name “perovskite solar cell” originates from the fact that it utilizes perovskite structured light absorbers for photovoltaic activity, like dye solar cells utilize a dye for light harvesting. Perovskite compounds (absorbers in case of PSCs) have a general chemical formula $ABX_3$, where “A” and “B” are cations of different sizes and “X” is an anion. Equivalent structures of a unit cell of a basic perovskite compound are shown in the Figure 1. Organometallic halide perovskites consisting of an organic cation (i.e. methyl-ammonium $\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3^+$, ethyl-ammonium
CH$_3$CH$_2$NH$_3^+$, formamidinium NH$_2$CH=NH$_2^+$, cesium Cs), a divalent metal cation of carbon family (i.e. Ge$^{2+}$, Sn$^{2+}$, Pb$^{2+}$) and a monovalent halogen anion (i.e. F$^-$, Cl$^-$, Br$^-$, I$^-$), are the most relevant ones for PSCs [8],[9].

Fig. 1: Unit cell of a basic ABX$_3$ cubic 3D perovskite structure consisting of A, B and X sites. Please note that the crystal structures shown in (a) and (b) are
equivalent. The structure in (a) is shown so that atom B is at the <0,0,0> position, whereas in structure (b) the atom A is at the <0,0,0> position. In (c), the B-X bonds are represented as an octahedral shape (BX₆). A tilt in this octahedral structure can affect the physical properties of this perovskite material. The lines shown in structures (a), (b) and (c) are only for showing the crystal orientation, not for showing the bonding patterns.

Methyl-ammonium-lead-iodide (MAPbI₃) is the most commonly used light absorber [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. However, the recent trend is to replace MAPbI₃ with formamidinium-lead-iodide (FAPbI₃) and other potential absorbers mainly due to stability concerns which are explained later in this article. Several composites of organic cations (CH₃NH₃⁺ and NH₂CH=NH₂⁺) [19], inorganic cations (Cs²⁺ and Sn²⁺)[20] and halide anions (Br⁻, Cl⁻ and I⁻) [11], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27] have been employed to improve the device performance and stability.

The tuning of the perovskite CH₃NH₃Pb(IₓBr₁₋ₓ)₃ [0≤x≤1] and CH₃NH₃Pb(BrₓCl₁₋ₓ)₃ [0≤x≤1] show bandgap tenability in the green-IR region and blue-green region of the spectrum respectively, for optoelectronic applications [28], [29]. The valence band maximum of ABX₃ perovskite structure is made up by the antibonding hybridization of “B = Pb, Sn” s-state and “X = Br, Cl, I” p-state, whereas the conduction band minimum is formed by π antibonding of “B = Pb, Sn” p-state and “X = Br, Cl, I” p-state [30]. Furthermore, “A = methyl-ammonium, formamidinium”
does not directly contribute to the valence band maximum and conduction band minimum, however, it affects the lattice constants and it was found that bandgap increases with increasing lattice parameter [30]. Therefore, selection of all “A”, “B” and “X” are critical to the semiconductor and optoelectronics properties (band gap, absorption cross section, charge carrier motilities etc.) of the perovskite structure which eventually affects the performance and stability of the PSCs.

Some of the typical architectures of PSCs are shown in Figure 2. Although PSCs have been manufactured using various structural configurations, primarily there are four types of structures: regular configuration based on the meso-porous scaffold of TiO₂ nanoparticles, the simple planar and heterojunction structure, the meso-porous superstructure and the inverted planar heterojunction as shown in the Figure 2.
Fig. 2: Different structural configurations of PSCs and their maximum efficiency based on literature, a) regular structure, b) planar heterojunction structure, c) meso-superstructured and d) inverted planar heterojunction structure.

PSCs with regular configuration based on meso-porous scaffold of TiO$_2$ usually consists of a highly crystalline organic-inorganic halide perovskite absorber, a meso-porous electron transport layer (ETL) and a hole transport material (HTM), sandwitched between a transparent conducting substrate (TCO) and a metal contact. The scaffold film is completely infiltrated or filled with the perovskite absorber and a thin compact layer of TiO$_2$ on the transparent conducting oxide (TCO) is used to avoid shunting losses.

In planar heterojunction configuration, solid perovskite absorber film is surrounded by non-porous electron and hole selective contacts similar to n-i-p solar cell. In the third configuration which is also known as meso-porous superstructured solar cell (MSSC), meso-porous scaffold layer of inert Al$_2$O$_3$ is added. This insulating scaffold layer helps in formation of pin-hole free film and induce n-type properties in scaffold underlying material [31], [32], [22]. In the fourth configuration, the device structure
is inverted by depositing hole selective contact directly onto the TCO substrate and electron selective contact on top of the perovskite absorber. As suggested earlier [31], n-i-p should be referred for regular configuration (Figure 1a,b,c) and p-i-n for inverted configuration (Figure 1d) to avoid any confusion with the conventions used in OPV. Snaith et al. found that although the planar perovskite films have better charge carrier mobility (in excess of 20 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) and emissivity than meso-porous superstructured perovskite films, the presence of sub-gaps states and low intrinsic doping densities limit their photovoltage [32].

Spiro-OMeTAD is the most common HTM material [33], [34], [35], however, other HTMs have been employed as well to achieve over 10% efficiencies (e.g. Triazine-Th-OMeTPA [36], OMeTPA-FA [37], TPA-MeOPh [38], Py-B [39], Py-C [39], P3HT [21], PTAA [40], TFB [41], M1 [42], carbazole derivatives [43], TBPC [44], conjugated quinolizino acridine based [45], H101 [46], H111 [47], H112 [47], CuSCN [48], [49], CNT based [50] etc). The HTM materials mainly affect the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) of the cells by decreasing the recombination resistance, though addition of HTM layer would slightly increase the series resistance of the cell.

Gold [51], [52], silver[21], [26], [53], nickel-oxide [54], [55] and carbonaceous materials [56], [57] including carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [58], [50] have been used as contact at cathode. However, XRD measurements in a long term aging experiment at 85°C showed that Ag was found to be corroded either due to a reaction with perovskite absorber or by gaseous by-products (i.e. HI) from perovskite
decomposition [59]. In addition to typical TCO, that is indium doped tin oxide (ITO) and fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO), aluminium[15], [60], [61], [62], and barium-silver [63] have been used as anode contact in inverse cell configuration. Polymer substrates such as ITO-PET [64], [61], [65] and ITO-PEN [12], [66], [67] have been used resulting in flexible PSCs. In addition, flexible metal substrates for example Ti [68], [69] and stainless steel [70] have also been reported for PSCs.

Due to high sintering temperature i.e. around 450°C for TiO₂ film, the processing of regular PSCs is limited to glass or metal substrates. All other three configurations can be prepared at lower temperature i.e. less than 150°C [71] which enables them to be processed on plastic substrates in addition to glass and metal substrates.

Fig. 3: Schematic structure of a typical PSC and corresponding energy band diagram. The energy levels values are taken from Ke et al. [72].
The working principle of the PSC is still under investigation. Operating mechanisms of DSCs and OPV helps in understanding the functioning of PSCs. A simplified working principle of PSC which is widely accepted is presented as: when the light falls on a PSC, perovskite absorbs light and generates excitons. The electrons and holes pairs are created by the thermal energy, which diffused and get separated through electron and hole selective contacts respectively. Once electrons and holes are present at the anode and cathode respectively, external load can be powered by connecting a circuit through it. Comparable charge carriers diffusion lengths and optical absorption length results in an optimized performance. The operation of planar heterojunction configuration clearly indicates that the photogenerated electrons and holes coexist in the perovskite absorber film and have enough diffusion lengths to reach selective contacts. Xing et al. investigated independently electron and hole diffusion lengths using femtosecond transient optical spectroscopy and found balanced diffusion lengths of at least 100 nm in solution processed MAPbI$_3$ [73]. Stranks et al. have reported diffusion lengths of over 1 µm for both electrons and holes in chloride perovskite i.e. CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_{(3-x)}$Cl$_{(x)}$ [11]. Dong et al. reported even larger electron-hole diffusion lengths exceeding 175 µm under 1 Sun (1 W/m$^2$) and exceeding 3 mm under low light intensity for CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ single crystals grown by a solution-growth method [13].

Understanding of origins of the electronic and optical properties of the PSCs materials is essential to explain the mechanisms of the devices in detail. Depending on the composition of the materials, their properties significantly affect the
performance of the PSCs. For instance, diffusion lengths of the free charge carriers play a key role in the device performance. It has been observed that conventional perovskite absorber CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3$ has lower diffusion length for electrons as compared to that for holes which limits the active layer thickness to only few hundreds of nm. Therefore, usually mesoporous structure is employed when utilizing this absorber. However, composite halide based perovskites, e.g. CH$_3$NH$_3$PbI$_3-x$Cl$_x$, improved the electron diffusion length which allow to employ planar structures. Recently, extensive literature has been reported to investigate the absorption, exciton generation and separation, and collection of free carriers in detail [74], [75], [76].

3. Manufacturing methods
Manufacturing method to fabricate a PSC affects both its performance and stability. Spin coating has been widely used for the fabrication of perovskite absorber films[77], [78], [79], [9], [80], [81], [82]. Even the record efficiency of the laboratory scale PSC has been reported using spin coating [4]. The main advantage of this method is to deposit thin films with well defined thicknesses, however, this method is not suitable for upscaling to larger area samples. Another disadvantage of spin coating method is extensive wasting of material which increases the cost of the fabricated device. PSCs have been prepared by various other methods including drop casting[83], spray coating [84], ultrasonic spray coating [85], slot-die coating [86], electrodeposition [87], chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [88], thermal deposition
Among these methods, drop casting and doctor blading are only suitable for laboratory scale fabrication. Furthermore, it is difficult to control the thickness of a film fabricated through these methods. Especially, in drop casting the differences in particle concentration due to varying evaporation rates may result in variation in the film thickness and composition. Similarly, it is hard to make thin films with slot-die method due to delivery of large amount of solution in the deposition process. Although, spray coating suits for low cost and rapid deposition on large scale, the quality of films is generally not very good due to inadequate film uniformity and steadiness. High quality thin films can be deposited by electrodeposition method, however, this method is costly and time consuming. Chemical vapour deposition is an ideal choice when thin films with good coverage are desired. Furthermore, it is a cost effective method for large scale production. However, high temperatures are needed to improve the quality of the deposited film which may limit the types of substrates used in the PSCs. Thermal deposition is another low-cost fabrication method used for deposition of metals and low melting point materials in vacuum. Unfortunately, the density of the deposited film is generally very low. Sequential vacuum-sublimation method could produce thin crystalline perovskite films with uniformity. Furthermore, this method is suitable for both rigid and flexible substrates due to deposition at low temperature. The Ink-jet printing can deposit very thin films with great precision and excellent controllability. Due to negligible material waste during fabrication, this method is very cost-effective. The major downside of this printing method is that it is rather a
low-throughput process. Screen printing is a low-cost cost and high throughput printing process. Unlike ink-jet printing, screen printing suffers from material waste during deposition. Although most of these methods are low cost and suitable for upscaling of the PSCs, however, promising stability results have been achieved using perovskite absorber films prepared through drop casting method [83], [95] and a solvent engineering process involving spin coating [78], [40].

Nanowire/nanorod of MAPbI$_3$ has been prepared using a small quantity of aprotic solvent in two-step spin coating method, resulting in a power conversion efficiency of 14.71% under AM 1.5G illumination [96]. In another study, Horvath et al. [97] reported fabrication of MAPbI$_3$ nanowires by a simple slip-coating method which is based on low temperature solution mediated crystallization.

In a comparative study [98], it was found that atomic layer deposition (ALD) resulted in a more uniform and less density of pin-holes in hole-blocking compact layers of TiO$_2$ as compared to the layers obtained by spin coating and spray methods. Another effective method to deposit compact TiO$_2$ layer, also known as hole blocking layer, by spray pyrolysis [99]. Sol-gel method has been used for electron selective (ZnO) [100] and hole selective (NiO) [101] layers. In another study [102] hydrothermally grown rutile TiO$_2$ nanorods (~ 0.6 µm) were sensitized with MAPbI$_3$ nanodots and infiltrated with spito-MeOTAD, which resulted in a photocurrent density of 15.6 mA/cm$^2$ and 9.4% efficiency. Furthermore, Mg doped TiO$_2$ nanorods by microwave hydrothermal method [103] and Nb doped TiO$_2$ nanorods grown in a hydrochloric acid solution [104], have been successfully used for PSCs. An efficiency of 11.2%
under simulated AM 1.5 Sun illumination has been reported for PSCs using Yttrium substituted (0.5% Y-TiO₂) TiO₂ with an improvement of 15% in short-circuit current density as compared to pure TiO₂ film [105].

In an effort to replace TiO₂ layer for flexible PSCs applications, ZnO obelisk nanoarrays were synthesized through a mild solution for fabricating PSCs on fibres and textile applications, and demonstrated physical stability by twisting the PSCs fibres and fabrics in three dimensions without obvious damage to the structure [106].

In another nanostructured ZnO scaffold layer study, electrodeposited nanowires of ZnO and their covering by a thin intermediate layer of n-doped ZnO caused an improvement in the charge collection efficiency which resulted in high photocurrent (22 mA/cm²) and efficiency (10.28%) [107]. Metal contacts (mostly gold or silver) have been deposited mostly by thermal evaporation [16], [88], [90], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112] or sputtering [113], [114], [115], [116].

Tandem cells using perovskite as top cell (due to high open circuit voltage) and crystalline Si or CIGS cell as bottom cell (relatively low open circuit voltage), have been reported. The tenability of optoelectronic properties of perovskite allow optimized performance of the tandem cell which could increase the overall efficiency of the device. Almost 85% of the photovoltaic industry is based on crystalline silicon cells. Their efficiency is between 20-25%. However, with tandem configuration efficiency can be significantly improved at relatively lower cost. Silicon solar cells are generally very stable (over 30 years). Poor stability of PSCs is the limiting factor for application of Si/perovskite tandem cells. Improvement in
PSCs stability would open up possibility of their tandem cells with already established Si or CIGS cells. Since crystalline silicon cells are rigid and opaque, the tandem cells would not be flexible and semi-transparent. However, with perovskite/CIGS configuration a flexible tandem cell with improved performance is possible.

For the mixed-halide hybrid perovskites, the materials are inexpensive to produce; the fabrication methods are relatively simple and can be directly deposited from solution. The lower manufacturing costs and scalable approach are one of the main strengths of alternative technologies such as organic photovoltaics, DSCs and colloidal quantum dot-based solar cells. In terms of cost for PSCs, semiconductor costs, mixed-halide hybrid perovskite cost and other material costs such as conducting glass sheet are low. Although, the cost should also consider the energy output as well as availability of the raw materials, the main hurdle to the further large-scale application of this type of solar cell is the relatively high cost for organic hole conductors. It has been demonstrated that the effective HTM used in PSCs were mainly limited to organic compounds, the state-of-the-art spiro-MeOTAD and other small molecules, such as P3HT, FTAA, PEDOT:PSS. However, compared to other components, the use of HTMs based on organic small molecules bears a large proportion of cost for PSCs [39]. For example, the most widely used spiro-OMeTAD molecule is relatively expensive due to extensive synthetic processes for preparation. Furthermore, although higher intrinsic hole mobility compared to their amorphous counterpart, polymeric hole-conductors generally still need to be p-doped by
lithium salts in the presence of oxygen in order to achieve comparably high photo-currents [51]. All these limit their approach to low-cost photovoltaic devices.

4. Degradation phenomena in perovskite

4.1. Current status of performance

The current status of performance of PSC technology is that the peak performances for all the four structural configurations range from 17% to 20.1% (regular structure: 20.1% [4], planar heterojunction: 19.3% [33], meso-superstructured: 17% [71] and inverted planar heterojunction: 18% [117]). Table 1 shows the top 10 results in terms of excellent performances for laboratory scale PSCs. Since over 15% efficiencies have been achieved for PSCs using a variety of materials and fabrication processes, it makes the upscaling of PSC technology more appealing than any other emerging low cost photovoltaic technology.

Table 1: State of the art of performances for laboratory scale PSCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSC configuration</th>
<th>Ƞ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITO–PEIE/bl-Ydoped-TiO2/MAPbI3/CL/spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>19.3% [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/PEDOT:PS5/CH3NH3PbI3/PCBM/Ca-Al</td>
<td>18% [117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTAA/CH3NH3PbI3−xBr/mesoporous TiO2</td>
<td>17.9% [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/bl-TiO2/MAPbI3/spiro-OMeTAD/Ag</td>
<td>17.8% [87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/bl-TiO2/mp-TiO2/MAPbI3/siropOmeTAD/Au</td>
<td>17.1% [118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/bl-TiO2/mp-TiO2/MAPbI3/siropOmeTAD/Au</td>
<td>17.01% [119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTAA/CH3NH3PbI3−xBr/mesoporous TiO2</td>
<td>16.2% [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/bl-TiO2/MAPbI3−xCl/spiro-OmeTAD/Ag</td>
<td>15.4% [89]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, Table 2 shows some results for relatively larger sized PSCs reported in the literature. Generally the efficiencies of the PSCs drop with increase in their active areas due to increase in power losses. However, please note that the literature
data presented in the Table 1 is obtained from PSCs with different structures and configurations. Therefore, the decrease in performance in these relatively large area cells cannot be solely associated with their larger active areas, since other optical and electrochemical factors can also limit the performance of these cells. In a study, a thin (3 µm) flexible PSC with high power to weight ratio (23 Wg⁻¹) was reported with a stabilized efficiency of 12% which was further used to power aviation models successfully [120].

Table 2: State of the art of performances for relatively large size PSCs reported in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSC configuration</th>
<th>Active area (cm²)</th>
<th>η (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTO/NiMgLiO/MAPbI₃/PCBM/Ti(Nb)Ox/Ag</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>16.2  [78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/bl-TiO₂/MAPbI₃/spiro-OMeTAD/Ag</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>15.3  [87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford PV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;10   [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/TiO₂/MAPbI₃/carbon</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.47  [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/bl-TiO₂/MAPbI₃-xClx/spiro-OMeTAD/Au</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.6  [121]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Current state of the art of stability

Stability is a major concern in the PSCs research field. The cells which gave high performance closer to crystalline-silicon solar cells i.e. around 20%, were degraded rather quickly. In order to compete with other photovoltaic technologies, PSCs must demonstrate long term stability. A sizeable number of stability studies have been performed and reported in the literature. Most of these studies focus on milder accelerated aging tests, for instance, dark tests and light soaking tests at room
temperature or around 60°C using LED light sources or with/without UV filters. Even at these mild conditions, the stable cells have not reached 16% efficiency. For commercialization of PSCs, it is essential that PSCs pass more extreme accelerated ageing tests, for example, damp heat tests at 85°C/85RH and light soaking tests at 85°C with improved performances. The most challenging test would be to pass 1000 hour test without losing 10% performance under AM 1.5 Sun illumination at 85°C/RH. A trend of PSCs performance and stability reported in the literature for the last three years is presented in Figure 4, which clearly shows gradual improvement in stability with increased performance of the PSCs. The improvement in the stability of the devices with improved performance results from the rapid progress in the materials syntheses, especially the light absorber materials; device fabrication procedures and improved understanding of the degradation mechanisms in the device. Chen et al. [78] reported the most efficient PSC which have demonstrated stability (>90% of the initial η) in light soaking test for 1000 h. They utilized highly doped inorganic layers for rapid charge carrier extraction. Furthermore, these layers helped to protect the active materials in the cell from degradation [78]. Table 3 shows some of the important stability results reported in the literature.

Hysteresis has been observed in the current-voltage measurements of PSCs. Some of the speculations about the reason for hysteresis in perovskite-absorber devices are slow dynamic processes originating from the trapping and de-trapping of charge carriers, as well as to changes in absorber or contact conductivity, ferroelectricity,
and ion migration[122], [123], [124], [125]. All of these effects appear to be related to the structural quality of the perovskite layer. The absence of hysteresis in PSCs suggests that perovskite layers are well structured [126].

Fig. 4: Trend of performance and stability of PSCs that have been reported in the literature from 2013 to 2016.

Table 3: Accelerated aging tests results for PSCs. Stability results indicate the decrease in performance after the aging test.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Stack</th>
<th>Device Architecture</th>
<th>Charge Extraction Strategy</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTO/Ni3Mo7, Li2O, MAPbI3</td>
<td>Inverted planar</td>
<td>Heavily doped inorganic charge extraction layers to achieve very rapid carrier extraction over large areas.</td>
<td>p+ and p++ doping by substituting Ni3Mg3+ ions and Ti4+ ions on the Ni3Mg, O lattice and TiO2 matrix by Li+ and Nb5+ ions, respectively. Sealed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/Ni3Mo7, Li2O, MAPbI3</td>
<td>Inverted planar</td>
<td>Heavily doped inorganic charge extraction layers to achieve very rapid carrier extraction over large areas.</td>
<td>p+ and p++ doping by substituting Ni3Mg3+ ions and Ti4+ ions on the Ni3Mg, O lattice and TiO2 matrix by Li+ and Nb5+ ions, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO2/ZrO2/S-VA/MA, Pd4Cl</td>
<td>MSSC</td>
<td>Explore a mixed-cation perovskite (S-VA)/MA, Pd4Cl, resulting in a longer exciton lifetime and higher quantum yield for photoinduced charge separation. HTM free.</td>
<td>New perovskite crystal; HTM free.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO2/ZrO2/S-VA/MA, Pd4Cl</td>
<td>MSSC</td>
<td>Extensive stability tests to prove the durability of hole-conductor-free PSCs.</td>
<td>New perovskite crystal; HTM free. PSCs based on a triple-layer architecture employing carbon as a back contact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO2/ZrO2/S-VA/MA, Pd4Cl</td>
<td>MSSC</td>
<td>Inverted planar</td>
<td>Low-temperature solution processed PSCs; hysteresis-free, highly stable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford PV cell</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Operated cells with an applied bias; cells are thoroughly encapsulated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/NiO2/TiO2/spiro-TBT/MA, Pd4Cl</td>
<td>MSSC and planar combined</td>
<td>A functionalized nanographene (TSHBC) is employed as the HTM in PSCs to achieve efficient charge extraction from perovskite.</td>
<td>A new type of HTM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/NiO2/spiro-MeTAD/Ag</td>
<td>MSSC</td>
<td>The perovskite MAPbI3 as a sensitizer for ZnO nanorod arrays.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/NiO2/MA, Pd4Cl</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Low-temperature fabrication of ZnO electron collection layer in PSCs.</td>
<td>Possible nicely controlled PbI2 passivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/NiO2/MA, Pd4Cl</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>Low-temperature compact SnO2 thin films as an electron selective contact for PSCs.</td>
<td>The remnant PbI2 prevents direct contact of SnO2 and CH3NH2PbI3 to reduce the possible degradation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/NiO2/spiro-TBT/MA, Pd4Cl</td>
<td>MSSC and planar</td>
<td>An efficient pristine HTM (TTF-1) was introduced for PSCs without using lithium.</td>
<td>Avoidance of the use of deliquescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material/Configuration</td>
<td>Structure/Treatment</td>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>HTM Properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/ITO/CoP/air (unsealed)</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Two symmetrical star-shaped HTMs, i.e., FA-MeOPh and TPA-MeOPh with a fused triphenylamine or triphenylamine core and diphenylethynyl side arms were synthesized.</td>
<td>New HTMs were developed, the tight packing of the FA-MeOPh on the CH-NH3PhI4 layer. 10.12% for TPA-MeOPh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO/ NiOx /MAPbI3</td>
<td>Inverted planar</td>
<td>A solution-processed PSC that has p-type NiOx and n-type ZnO nanoparticles as hole and electron transport layers, respectively.</td>
<td>All-metal-oxide charge transport layers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/Cu: NiOx /PEDOT:PSS</td>
<td>Inverted planar</td>
<td>Employing the CuNiOx as the HTM</td>
<td>The hydrophobic properties of the PDPPDBTE prevented water penetration into the perovskite surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/Au (unsealed)</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Developing new HTM (PDPPDBTE) with high electrical properties and proper oxidation potential with respect to the energy level of 5.4 eV vs. the vacuum level of perovskite.</td>
<td>The hydrophobic properties of the P3HT prevented water penetration into the perovskite surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/Al: TiO2/AlOx:MAPbI3</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>A thin layer of AlOx nanoparticles employed as a buffer layer sandwiched between the perovskite and the HTM, which inhibits the formation of shunting pathway and allows for a suitable control of the HTM thickness and hence leading to a substantial gain in the device FF</td>
<td>Depositing the HTM within an insulating mesoporous “buffer layer” Comprising of AlOx nanoparticles, sealing cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/Au (unsealed)</td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Molecular structure modeling explains the degradation mechanisms of PSCs and an interface modification method using ultrathin compact AlOx layers to improve the ambient stability of the PSCs.</td>
<td>The ALD deposited ultrathin AlOx films coated on the HTM layer to act as a waterproofer and isolated the CH-NH3PhI4 layers from moisture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTO/AlOx/MeOPh</td>
<td>Planar</td>
<td>An post-modification of covering AlOx on TiO2, and perovskite crystals as an insulator barrier to protect CH-NH3PhI4 from degradation by moisture and suppress electron recombination between TiO2 and HTM.</td>
<td>AlOx layer separates CH-NH3PhI4 from air and prevents degradation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additives in TTF-1.

- FA-MeOPh
- TPA-MeOPh
- TPA-MeOPH
- Al
- PEDOT
- VOx
- ZnO
- Cu-NiOx
- Planar
- Inverted

AM 1.5; 100 mW/cm² illumination

- 4000 h, N2 atm., RT
- 200 h, ambient
5. Experimental methods to study degradation

In conventional accelerated aging tests, the photovoltaic performance of solar cells in terms of their performance parameters ($J_{sc}$, $V_{oc}$, $FF$, $\eta$) is monitored as a function of time. Generally, the standard stability tests last for 1000 hours and the photovoltaic parameters are measured with a certain time period. Although these accelerated aging tests indicate trend of the device performance degradation, however, these tests do not give much information about the reasons leading to such degradation. With such limited information of the cause of degradation, it is difficult to understand the degradation mechanisms, and therefore, it is difficult to overcome such degradation issues. The techniques which give chemical information of the degradation reactions need to be coupled with the conventional photovoltaic measurements in stability testing of solar cells to get a wider view of the degradation phenomena.

For a systematic study of the degradation mechanisms in PSCs, measurement techniques can be divided into two categories: in-situ and ex-situ techniques. In-situ techniques can be applied on the PSCs without damaging the cells. Thus, it is possible to continuously examine the cells during the aging tests using in-situ techniques. On the other hand, ex-situ techniques are destructive in nature. Therefore, ex-situ techniques do not allow continuous monitoring of the cells, but rather provide detailed post-mortem analysis of the degradation mechanisms. The in-situ techniques are primarily based on optical, electrical and electrochemical measurements, and include current-voltage measurement (IV) under 1 Sun lighting
condition [139], electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [139], incident-photon-to-collected-electron efficiency (IPCE) technique [140], Raman and FTIR spectroscopy [141], spatially-resolved photocurrent [142], intensity modulated photovoltage spectroscopy (IMVS) [143], intensity modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) [143], time-resolved transient measurements [144], imaging techniques [145], image processing method [146], and other optical transmittance and reflectance measurements [139], [147]. The ex-situ techniques generally consist of optical and electron microscopic techniques, and include scanning electron microscope (SEM) [148], focused ion beam (FIB) assisted SEM [149], transmission electron microscope (TEM) [150], energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) [151], electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [152], scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [153], atomic force microscopy (AFM) [154], X-ray diffraction (XRD) [155], mass spectroscopy (MS) [156], time of flight-secondary ion mass spectroscopy (TOF-SIMS) [151], [149], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [143], [157], surface photovoltage (SPV) [158], [143], X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [151], [159], photoluminescence (PL) [160], [161], electron beam induced current (EBIC) [74], [162] etc. Some in-situ techniques can be used for studying components of the PSCs such as Raman [163], [164], FTIR [40], [165], image processing method [146], and other optical [147] and electrochemical techniques [146].

Photovoltaic performance parameters ($\eta$, $J_{sc}$, $FF$, $V_{oc}$) are extracted from the IV measurements under 1 Sun light intensity. Any degradation in the cell is reflected by the decrease in the values of these performance parameters. However, this does
not necessarily tell the cause of the degradation. In the regard, EIS and IPCE are especially useful to figure out which component of the cell suffers from degradation. Nevertheless, sometimes due to the overlap of the time-constants of different interfaces in the device, it is hard to clearly differentiate the degrading components. Although EIS and IPCE are mostly helpful, these techniques do not tell about the degradation reactions in the device. The techniques which give information of the chemical and structural changes are needed to understand the cause and mechanism of the degradation reaction. Therefore, such techniques (SEM, TEM, AFM, STM, EDS, EELS, Raman, FTIR, PL, XRD etc.) are often used in addition to conventional PV measurement techniques to study the degradation mechanisms. The Table 4 gives an overview of the measurement techniques in a categorized manner. A systematic coupling of the measurements techniques would help to study the degradation of the PSCs (even modules) down to the origin of the cause on atomic level.

Table 4: An overview of measurements methods including the conventional photovoltaic techniques and specific techniques to aid degradation studies in an organized manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard PV techniques</th>
<th>Non-destructive / complete PSCs</th>
<th>Destructive / incomplete PSCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV: It tells about the performance parameters of a solar cell (J_sc, V_oc, FF). Any degradation in these parameters would affect the η of the cells.</td>
<td>Optical transmittance and reflectance: This measurement gives information of optical changes in individual components of a cell. Degradation of a component usually results in higher optical losses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS: It gives Impedance losses at different components and their interfaces in the cells. These losses increased as a result of degradation.</td>
<td>PL: It is used to probe discrete energy levels in both intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors. Degradation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCE: It measures the quantum efficiency of a solar cell as a function of wavelength of the incident light.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Techniques giving chemical information | Degradation of a PSC results in reduced quantum efficiency.  
Optical transmittance and reflectance: This measurement tells us about the optical losses in the cells. These variation in the optical losses can be monitored in-situ during a stability test.  
Raman: This vibrational spectroscopic measurement technique gives information of the molecular interactions due to the scattering of light in a cell. Characteristic (mostly symmetrical) stretching and bending bands of various chemical bonds (also require change in polarizability) are obtained facilitating to observe any chemical change in the cell.  
FTIR: This vibrational spectroscopic measurement technique gives information of the molecular interactions due to the absorption of IR light in a cell. Characteristic (mostly asymmetrical) stretching and bending bands of various chemical bonds (also require change in dipole) are obtained facilitating to observe any chemical change in the cell.  
Image processing method: It gives information of visual changes in a cell, in terms of its color (R,G,B pixel values) in the space and time coordinates, as a result of degradation.  
EBIC: It gives information of minority charge carrier’s properties and defect density in a semiconductor. Degradation results in reduced minority charge carrier’s lifetime.  
SEM: It gives sample’s surface topography to study the morphological changes in the microstructures and their compositions.  
TEM: In this technique, electron beam transmitted through a thin sample gives its microstructural and composition information.  
EDS: It is used for elemental analysis and chemical characterization of a sample.  
EELS: It gives information of atomic composition, chemical bonding, and valence and conduction band electronic properties.  
XRD: It is used for phase identification of a crystalline material.  
SPV: It is used to determine the minority charge carrier diffusion length in a semiconductor.  
MS: It gives information about nature of chemical compounds. It ionizes chemical species and sorts ions based on their mass-charge ratio.  
TOF-SIMS: It is used to determine elemental, chemical state and molecular composition of a solid surface.  
XPS: It measures the elemental composition and electronic state of the elements present in a material.  
AFM: It is used to study the surface topology and morphology of a sample. |

6. Degradation mechanisms: hypothesis and their analysis

There has been several degradation issues reported in the literature for PSCs. In order to systematically study these degradation mechanisms, stability of PSCs can be categorized into intrinsic and extrinsic stability. To study the intrinsic stability of
PSC, it is important to ensure excellent sealing of the device so that external factors such as intrusion of moisture or oxygen, do not influence the device performance. If this objective of preventing external factors affecting the intrinsic stability would be achieved without sealing, it is even better. Intrinsic stability includes the chemical and structural stability of the devices over a range of photovoltaic operating conditions in the presence of the certain amount of impurities, especially oxygen and water, which were already introduced in the device during manufacturing. By photovoltaic operating conditions we mean both the weather conditions (humidity, temperature and light exposure) and the electric bias. The extrinsic stability primarily deals with the failures of sealing and moisture blocking layers. Usually the degradation mechanisms are triggered or accelerated under certain stress conditions. Here, we discuss some of the hypothesis related to important degradation mechanisms.

![Diagram of degradation issues of perovskite solar cells](image)

**Fig. 5: Degradation issues of perovskite solar cells**


6.1 Structural, chemical and thermal instability

The optoelectronic properties (band gap, absorption cross section, charge carrier motilities etc.) of perovskite material depends on its structure. Any crystal distortion due to phase transformation could detrimentally affect its optoelectronic properties which would degrade the photovoltaic performance of PSCs. The stability of a 3D perovskite structure is generally indicated by the Goldschmidt tolerance factor, $t$:

$$t = \frac{r_A + r_X}{\sqrt{2}(r_B + r_X)}$$

where $r_A$, $r_B$ and $r_X$ are the radii of monovalent cation, divalent metal cation and monovalent halide anion respectively. Although an ideal 3D cubic perovskite structure has a value of $t=1$, the perovskite material still keeps 3D cubic structure for $0.9 \leq t \leq 1$. Lowering the value of $t$ lowers the symmetry of the crystal structure. For instance, for $0.7 \leq t \leq 0.9$, the structures are rhombohedral or orthorhombic. A network of $\text{BX}_6$ octahedra is present in the ideal cubic perovskite structure, which may suffer from distortion in lower symmetry structures.

Although there have been many combinations of organic/inorganic cations, metal cations and halide anions used as absorber films in PSCs over the years, $\text{MAPbI}_3$ remains the most frequently used absorber film. The major problem with $\text{MAPbI}_3$ is that it undergoes an irreversible phase transformation from tetragonal to cubic phase at around 55°C. This phase change is expected to effect the photovoltaic performance of the PSCs. However, some studies show that $\text{MAPbI}_3$ still exist as tetragonal phase even after heating to 100 °C [22], [166], [167], [168], [169]. On the other hand for $\text{MAPbBr}_3$ and $\text{MAPbCl}_3$, there is
no occurrence of phase transformation for the temperature range relevant to photovoltaic application (i.e. -40°C to 85°C) as shown in the Table 5. Since high solar cell performance has been achieved at 80°C [170], these MAPbX₃ perovskites seems to be structurally stable till this temperature. According to one study [171], the temperature of a PSC under the direct sunlight at a temperature of 40°C ambient temperature, would increase to 85°C. The thermal instability of PSC may originate from either intrinsic instability of perovskite film or HTM layer [172]. Coning et al. found that MAPbI₃₋ₓClₓ degraded in inert condition at 85°C due to its intrinsic instability. They further calculated the formation energy of MAPbI₃₋ₓClₓ per unit cell (0.11 eV – 0.14 eV), which was very close to the thermal energy (0.093 eV) calculated at 85°C, therefore degradation of this perovskite film is very likely to occur [173]. In another study, it was found using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) that the organic component of MAPbX₃ (X = I, Cl) was thermally decomposed to HI and CH₃NH₂ resulting in further degradation [174]. Another study showed that thermal conductivity of MAPbX₃ is very low in both single crystalline and poly crystalline form, which leads to concentrated heating due to lack of rapid heat spread causing mechanical stresses and degradation of PSCs [175]. In a comparative accelerated aging test, MAPbBr₃ was found more thermally stable than MAPbI₃ [176]. Furthermore, mixed halide MAPbI₃₋ₓBrₓ was suggested for thermally stable and efficient PSCs [176].
### Table 5: Crystal structure of MAPbX3, where X = I, Br, Cl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Crystal structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>$T &gt; 54.25$</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$54.25 &gt; T &gt; -110.95$</td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T &lt; -110.95$</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br</td>
<td>$T &gt; -36.25$</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-36.25 &gt; T &gt; -123.65$</td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-123.65 &gt; T &gt; -128.65$</td>
<td>A slight change in lattice parameters, but still tetragonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T &lt; -128.65$</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>$T &gt; -94.35$</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$-94.35 &gt; T &gt; -200.25$</td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T &lt; -200.25$</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another organic cation formamidinium (FA) has been used in place of methylammonium (MA). The Goldschmidt tolerance factor for FAPbI3 is larger than MAPbI3 due to its larger cation size. The FAPbI3 undergoes phase transformation to tetragonal crystalline structure at 150°C [177], which indicates larger thermal stability as compared to MAPbI3. It was further supported by a comparative study in which substrates of MAPbI3 and FAPbI3 were heated at 150°C, FAPbI3 substrate showed higher stability (no bleaching for 60 min) as compared to MAPbI3 substrate (bleached in 30 min) [178]. However, FAPbI3 absorber material is very sensitive to moisture and degrades rapidly [178], [168]. It can degrade structurally into a non-perovskite structure composed of 1D chains of edge sharing lead halide octahedral [31]. In another study it was reported that FAPbI3 is known to exist as polymorphs [168]. There are two phases of FAPbI3: a yellow hexagonal phase and a black trigonal phase, which in the presence of solvent can undergo a temperature dependent reversible transition between these two phases [31]. Therefore, stabilization a PSC for long term operation using FAPbI3 is indeed very challenging. Interestingly, MABr3 has been shown to stabilize the FAPbI3 crystal structure [3], [168], [179].
In an effort to replace the organic cations with inorganic cations, Cs cation (CsPbX\textsubscript{3}) has been reported in PSCs in place of organic cation. CsPbI\textsubscript{3} does not form a perovskite crystalline structure at room temperature\textsuperscript{[180]}. CsSnI\textsubscript{3} and CsSnBr\textsubscript{3} are electrical conductors (p type semiconductor), whereas CsSnCl\textsubscript{3} has insulating properties \textsuperscript{[181]}. CsSnI\textsubscript{3} undergoes through an irreversible phase transformation from orthorhombic to cubic at 152°C. On the other hand CsSnBr\textsubscript{3} remains in cubic structure until it reaches its melting point at 450°C. Unfortunately, the Sn is unstable in its 2\textsuperscript{+} oxidation state which can be readily oxidized to 4\textsuperscript{+} oxidation state upon exposure to moisture or oxygen, which would result in a self-doping mechanism in the materials causing a significant decrease in the carrier lifetimes in the ASnX\textsubscript{3} films \textsuperscript{[31]}. On one side the inorganic perovskite materials have advantage over the organic-inorganic perovskite materials that there is no organic component which could be sensitive to moisture or oxygen, on the other side they are in desperate need of a stable metal cation for a stable PSCs.

Structural and chemical changes degradation of HTM can lead to instability of PSCs. It was proposed that that crystallization of symmetrical spiro-OMeTAD tends to affect the interface between the HTM layer and perovskite film, which can be reduced by introducing local asymmetry into the spiro-OMeTAD \textsuperscript{[182]}. Thermal instability from HTM can be fully avoided by using HTM free PSCs. Using HTM free PSC configuration (For e.g. TiO\textsubscript{2}/ZrO\textsubscript{2}/(5-AVA)\textsubscript{x}((MA)\textsubscript{1-x}PbI\textsubscript{3}C) PSCs have been reported with excellent thermal stability \textsuperscript{[95]}. One speculation for increased thermal stability is utilization of thermally conductive carbon material which can help in dissipating the internal heat of the PSC.
Therefore, high heat transfer coefficient materials, such as graphene, CNTs, carbon fibers, etc., are very significant for improving the thermal stability of the PSCs [172], [183], [184].

### 6.2 Oxygen and moisture

Both oxygen and water if present in a PSC above a certain amount, can potentially degrade it over a period of time. Oxygen above a certain limit can result in oxidation of the organic components in the cell. PSCs have been reported to be stored in dry air in the dark without noticeable degradation [166], [167]. It shows that as such oxygen in a dark and dry atmosphere does not harm the stability of the PSCs. However, in the presence of light, the process of photo-oxidation is almost unavoidable in most of the semiconducting materials [185], [186]. In a complete device, the rate of photo-oxidation depends on the relative rates of the oxidation and electron transfer rate. If oxidation rate would be faster than electron transfer rate, there are higher chances of photo-oxidation, whereas, if the oxidation rate is outcompeted by electron transfer rate, there are less chances of photo-oxidation. In a comparative study of photo-oxidation for different PSCs architecture including regular, flat and meso-superstructured using transient absorption spectroscopy, regular structure showed the most promising results due to faster electron transfer rate in the presence of meso-porous TiO$_2$ film as compared other architectures [187]. In complete planar heterojunction, the electron transfer rate is also very high (5 ns) due to the use of electron accepter either compact TiO$_2$ or PCBM [11], [73]. The electron lifetimes in PSC employing HTM is in the range of several µs [187], therefore the photo-oxidation is almost negligible.
As proposed by Snaith et al. [31], if there would be proper sealing of PSC, it is resistant to photo-oxidation.

The stability of perovskite absorber films is very sensitive to water. Degradation of PSCs have been reported due to the presence of water in the cells. In addition, polar solvent can also degrade the perovskite materials. Decomposition of perovskite has been reported due to highly hygroscopic nature of the amine salts [188]. The most commonly used HTM, spiro-OMeTAD, is also unstable in the presence of water. There have been different mechanisms reported in the literature for water induced degradation in the PSCs. Kamat et al. suggested that presence of water can change the crystalline structure of the absorber film causing dramatic changes in the perovskite ground and excited state absorption spectra [189]. Kelly et al. found that the rate of degradation was related to the humidity level, tens of days for RH level of 50% and less than 3 days for RH level of 80% [190]. Rate of degradation also depends on the layers over the perovskite film, for e.g. relatively hydrophobic materials like P3HT offer better stability as compared to spiro-OMeTAD and PTAA [190].

Barnes et al. illustrated the formation of a monohydrate phase which is in equilibrium with a small amount of the dehydrate phase, depending on the time and intensity of moisture exposure as shown in the following reversible reaction [191], [31].

\[
4\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{PbI}_3 \overset{H_2O}{\rightleftharpoons} 4[\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{PbI}_3 \cdot H_2O]
\]

\[
4[\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{PbI}_3 \cdot H_2O] \overset{H_2O}{\rightleftharpoons} (\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3)_4\text{PbI}_6 \cdot 2H_2O + 3\text{PbI}_2
\]
Combination of moisture and heat resulted in even faster degradation due to rapid formation of PbI₂ and loss of organic component from the crystalline structure. This degradation process is irreversible unlike the reaction occurred only in presence of moisture. Furthermore, rapid degradation of perovskite structure (<24 h) has been reported also in an electric field in the presence of the water [31]. Degradation reactions because of heat and electric in the presence of water are shown in the following reactions [31].

$$4\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{Pbl}_3 \overset{H_2O}{\longleftrightarrow} 4[\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{Pbl}_3 \cdot H_2O]$$

$$4[\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{Pbl}_3 \cdot H_2O] \overset{E-Field}{\Longrightarrow} 4\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3^+ + 4I^- + 4\text{Pbl}_2$$

$$4[\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{Pbl}_3 \cdot H_2O] \overset{H_2O}{\Longrightarrow} (\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3)_4\text{Pbl}_6 \cdot 2H_2O + 3\text{Pbl}_2$$

$$4[\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_3\text{Pbl}_3 \cdot H_2O] \overset{\text{Heat}}{\Longrightarrow} 4\text{CH}_3\text{NH}_2 + 4\text{HI} + 4\text{Pbl}_2$$

It is suggested that application of electric field causes drift in the loosely bound cations in the hydrated phase, resulting in destabilized PbI₆⁴⁻ octahedral, which then decompose to PbI₂ and excess iodide [31].

Several approaches have been reported to increase resistance to moisture related degradation in PSCs. First approach is to employ a thin blocking layer (for e.g. Al₂O₃) between the perovskite and HTM [135], [136]. Another approach is to use moisture blocking HTM [131], [170]. Another approach suggest use of hydrophobic carbon electrode [83]. Recently, a triple layer structure consisting of MAPbI₃ infiltrated layers of meso-porous TiO₂ and meso-porous ZrO₂, and a thick carbon electrode, has shown excellent stability in humid conditions even at high temperature [95].
6.3 Visible and UV light exposure

Promising stability results have been reported for regular and MSSC under light soaking tests at room temperature as shown in the Figure 6 [16]. However, those tests were performed using LED light source free from UV light. PSCs tend to degrade when light soaked under AM 1.5G 1 Sun light intensity as shown in the Figure 7 [192]. The degradation pattern clearly shows that the drop in efficiency follow the pattern of decreasing $J_{sc}$. The presence of TiO$_2$ which is photocatalytic active for the UV light, seems to be the reason for this degradation. Application of UV filter on the PSCs aged under AM 1.5G 1 Sun light intensity, overcomes this degradation [192]. It was observed that the $J_{sc}$ of MSSC remained quite stable when aged under light soaking AM 1.5G at 1 Sun light intensity at open circuit condition as shown in the Figure 8. However, the $J_{sc}$ of MSSC decreased sharply when aged under light soaking AM 1.5G at 1 Sun light intensity at maximum power point (MPPT) condition as shown in the Figure 9 [193]. Again presence of TiO$_2$ was suspected to be the reason for this degradation at MPPT. It was further confirmed when TiO$_2$ was replaced with fullerene ($C_{60}$) in MSSC, the cell became stable even under light soaking at MPPT [193].
Fig. 6: Light soaking tests of regular PSCs under visible light (white LED light).

Fig. 7: Light soaking tests of regular PSCs under A.M. 1.5G 1 Sun light intensity (with and without UV filters). Reproduced with permission [192] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.
Fig. 8: Light soaking tests of MSSC PSCs under AM 1.5G 1 Sun light intensity at open circuit condition. Reproduced with permission [192] Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group.

Fig. 9: Light soaking tests of MSSC PSCs under AM 1.5G 1 Sun light intensity at maximum power point condition. Reproduced with permission [193] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
It is worth mentioning that application of UV filters has certain disadvantages. First, UV filters are susceptible of photo-bleaching for an operation of 25 years. Secondly, use of UV filters increase the cost of PSCs. But the biggest disadvantage of using UV filters is that it decrease the photovoltaic performance of the cells. Although the stability of PSCs is gradually improving, much work need to be done to stabilize the cell at high temperature (~ 85°C) under operating condition. The most challenging test for PSCs would be to pass light soaking test at high temperature i.e. 85°C, especially in damp conditions RH 85%.

6.4 Sealing issues
The most important purpose of sealing is to prevent moisture intrusion into the PSC, since there is no doubt about the detrimental role of moisture on the stability of PSCs. Especially for lead free PSCs where Sn has been used as alternate metal cation, the oxygen ingress is even more crucial to the device stability. It is also worth mentioning that the moisture resistant layers discussed in previous section may be partly or fully successful is preventing moisture intrusion into the cell effectively, these layers are not able to block oxygen invasion into the cell. Therefore, sealing of the cell is very crucial for the PSCs, especially for the lead free PCSs.

One common method of encapsulation is using cavity glass and a UV-curable resin. The PSCs based on MAPbI$_{3-x}$Cl$_x$ perovskite materials sealed with this method has shown reasonable long term stability in ambient atmosphere by retaining 90% of their initial performance for almost 2 months [126]. In another study UV activated glue is used in cells which demonstrated high stable (less than 10% loss in performance after 1000 h in AM 1.5
G 100 mW/cm²) and efficient (η > 15%) PSCs [78]. Another successful method that has been used in organic photovoltaic (OPV) and can be equally effective for PSCs, is complete glass based sealing [194]. Although this glass based sealing effectively prevent moisture and oxygen penetration, the disadvantage of this sealing method is their unsuitability for flexible PSCs. Similar encapsulation methods used in OPV involving attachment of the glass or metal to the device using a slow permeation adhesive material [195], [196] are suitable for encapsulating rigid PSCs application. For flexible PSCs encapsulation, lamination of plastic films of the devices is an option. Depending on the composition of the laminates used, the degree of oxygen and moisture penetration vary quite much. Encapsulations of PSC modules with glass covers and thermoplastic sealants have already been reported [197].

6.5 Cross-line between performance and stability limiting factors

We would like to highlight that in a stability study it is important to keep track of performance limiting factors. The performance of a cell which is expressed in terms of performance parameters including short-circuit current density ($J_{sc}$), open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$), fill factor ($FF$) and efficiency ($\eta$) depends on many different processes, for example, light absorption, charge separation, charge carriers transport mechanisms in different layers. Degradation in more than one process, can have same effect on the performance parameters. For instance, consider a hypothetical case where degradation of $J_{sc}$ is suspected to be either due to degradation in perovskite film which reduces the photocurrent generation or due to degradation in HTM which limits the holes transport. If the
photocurrent is limited by the decreased transport in the HTM instead of the absorption, charges separation and transport in the perovskite film, the achieved stability is not a sufficient proof to conclude that the perovskite film was stable during the test. For instance, suppose that a poorly performing HTM suppresses the $J_{sc}$ to 50% of the value obtained with a higher performance HTM, due to limited transport in the HTM. If $J_{sc}$ stays constant, we cannot conclude stability of perovskite film since $J_{sc}$ is not limited by performance of perovskite film, but the performance of HTM layer. Certain amount of degradation can occur in perovskite film which may have affected 50% of the $J_{sc}$, but now remained undetected. In general, this is just an example of the fact that investigation of stability in terms of $\eta$, $J_{sc}$, $FF$, $V_{oc}$, is sensitive to changes in only those properties that in the practical case affect these parameters. In this case $J_{sc}$ was not sensitive to the degradation in perovskite film.

7. Environmental assessment

PSC technology often face criticism due to the use of toxic materials. Toxicity of lead [198], [199], [200], [201] together with usage of organometallic halide in PSCs, raises concerns about the human exposure during device manufacturing and also their impact on the environment in case of encapsulation failure [202] or during recycling of the materials. Several studies [199], [203], [204] have been conducted on acute and chronic lead exposure of humans, and it was found that lowest exposure level resulted in detectable effects, bio-accumulation and poisoning. Moreover, other toxic chemicals used in PSCs, especially iodine [205], [206] and methylamine
[207], [208], [209], can cause health hazards too if not handled properly. It is worth mentioning that one of the main route of volatile nanoparticles of MAPbI\(_3\) to the human body is through inhalation [210]. Then, this airborne material can be deposited in the respiratory path (nose, bronchi and lungs) and get in contact with epithelial cells. Since the material is soluble in body fluids, it can reach brain through the blood or olfactory nerves [198], [199], [204], [211], [212].

Recently Benmessaoud et al. [204] performed a study on the most widely used perovskite material MAPbI\(_3\). Their study provided detail insights into the cellular mechanisms through which MAPbI\(_3\) can be potentially bio-accumulated in the body and cause serious health hazards in the long run. According to their study, the effect of MAPbI\(_3\) is cell-type dependent. Exposure of MAPbI\(_3\) to primary neurons and neuroblastoma cells, caused massive apoptotic cell deaths. On the other hand, exposure to epithelial cells dramatically affected their kinetics proliferation, their metabolic activity and cellular morphology without inducing noticeable cell death [204]. Therefore, it is clear that MAPbI\(_3\) may have serious health effects. Furthermore, since its degradation products are water soluble, it can penetrate through the human skin [213], [214]. Hence, we encourage researchers working on PSCs to be aware of the possible health hazards and take proper precautions accordingly. Furthermore, there is a need to improve the encapsulation of the PSC modules to avoid environmental hazards due to encapsulation failures. Finally, recycling of PSCs need to be studied in more detail.
8. Summary and prospects

Long term device stability is one of the most important challenge for the emerging PSC technology. Although encouraging aging results have been reported at milder or controlled environmental conditions, still there is a long way to go to meet stability standards of thin film PV technology (IEC 61646) and crystalline silicon PV technology (IEC 61215). Especially, no promising results have been reported yet for heat damp test (85°C, 85 RH) and light soaking tests at 85°C. Both the materials and their preparation methods have been found to influence the device stability. Certain structural configurations employing moisture blocking layers have shown promising stability results. In order to improve the stability of PSCs, it is inevitable to understand the degradation mechanisms in the device. Novel materials are required to test in the device for improved stability. Furthermore, conventional PV measurements need to be coupled with techniques giving chemical and structural information, to understand the origin of degradation. Systematic long term aging tests need to be performed to find out the conditions at which degradation reactions are originated or accelerated. Finally, alternative environmentally friendly materials are required to replace lead based PSCs.
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